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ABOUT OUR CORPORATION

Who we are
The Kuskokwim Corporation (TKC) was formed
in 1977 by the merger of 10 Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act (ANCSA) village corporations located along the middle region of the Kuskokwim River.
These 10 villages — Lower Kalskag, Upper Kalskag,
Aniak, Chuathbaluk, Napaimute, Crooked Creek, Red
Devil, Georgetown, Sleetmute and Stony River —
combined their cash resources and land entitlements,
allowing TKC to pursue new opportunities that would
benefit shareholders in all 10 communities.
TKC is a for-profit Alaska Native corporation governed
by ANCSA, TKC’s articles of incorporation, bylaws and
Alaska state laws. The corporation has many responsibilities to its shareholders as dictated by ANCSA. In
addition, TKC has more than 950,000 acres of land
to manage and 3,346 shareholders, including shareholders born after the 1971 passage of ANCSA. The
12 members of TKC’s Board of Directors strategically
drive directives as defined in our corporation’s purpose, vision, core values and commitments.  

Our purpose
To enhance our land, culture and the lives of our people.

Our commitment
Honoring our traditions: Valuing and helping one
another, celebrating and sharing our success, learning through stories and respectful communication.
Integrity: Being unified, truthful and worthy of trust.
Valuing our land and resources: Being good stewards to provide for our future generations.
Commitment: Working hard to create results that
benefit our shareholders.

Our vision
We will support our shareholders through scholarships, education/training opportunities, dividends
and employment.
We will develop successful businesses in and out of
our region.
We will responsibly manage our land for both modern
and traditional uses.

Crooked Creek
Georgetown
Chuathbaluk
Stony River

Upper Kalskag
Lower Kalskag

We will strengthen ties with our shareholders.
Sleetmute
Red Devil
Aniak
Napaimute

KUSKOKWIM RIVER
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SUBSIDIARY REPORTS

SUBSIDIARY REPORTS

About our subsidiaries
TKC Aerospace
TKC Aerospace (TKCA) employs a staff of logistics
and aerospace professionals who are highly experienced with all aspects of aircraft acquisition, sustainment, contractor logistics support, supply chain
management, procurement, systems and services/
support operations.
2012 presented some financial challenges, as TKCA
was compelled to incur significant expense in protecting trade secrets critical to the company’s line of
work. Despite these hurdles, TKCA continued to fulfill its contracts and exceed customer expectations.
Chief among the company’s accomplishments this
year was the delivery of three upgraded interceptor
aircraft for service along the U.S. border, an event
that was as exciting for TKCA as it was for the client
— U.S. Customs and Border Protection.
TKCA is based in Charleston, S.C., and a substantial
U.S. Air Force (USAF) contract is executed from the
home office. This team sources, acquires and sustains a broad range of ground support equipment for
the Air Force. The objective is to improve war-fighter
support while providing lower cost to the government
and ensuring continued utilization of small-business
manufacturers. This year’s orders amounted to approximately $3 million.
The company also operates in Florida, where its primary mission is to provide high quality, serviceable
aerospace ground equipment to the USAF at the
test and evaluation center for air-delivered weapons, navigation and guidance systems, Command
and Control (C2) systems and Air Force Special
Operations Command Systems. TKCA’s Florida team
consists of more than 30 employees who average 26
years of experience. Annual revenue from this contract is approximately $3 million.
TKCA also subcontracts with Rolls-Royce, the global
power systems company, to provide specific engine
management, planner/scheduler and documentation
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roles at seven designated Air Force bases in the
United States. This five-year agreement is designed to
improve efficiencies and cost effectiveness for monitoring engine operational data. It also includes asset
tracking and management in support of USAF airlift
and aerial refueling missions. This subcontract is valued at approximately $1 million per year.

Suulutaaq, Inc.
Suulutaaq, Inc., with corporate headquarters in
Anchorage and a satellite office in northern California,
supports projects in civil and vertical construction.
Suulutaaq is a general contractor focusing primarily
on heavy and vertical construction, as well as the
repair, renovation, improvement and remodeling of
public facilities, many of which continue daily operations without interruption. Suulutaaq has the ability to
self-perform multiple facets of a project and access
a wide range of subcontracting disciplines in order to
provide turnkey and design/build projects.
Suulutaaq partners with its clients to maximize project
efficiencies, incorporate ideas, engineer and contractually finalize cost-effective solutions. Clients are able
to draw on team members’ 50-plus years of combined
experience and extensive knowledge of design and
construction to ensure a well-managed project.
In California, Suulutaaq’s Napa Flood Control
Project was successfully completed in August 2012.
Throughout the life of this project, Suulutaaq has
been able to offer employment to qualified shareholders. The company would like to highlight the hard
work and effort of those shareholders who moved to
California to take advantage of the opportunity to
work in the construction industry.
In Anchorage, Suulutaaq continued to provide personnel support services for the Alaska National
Guard. Shareholders were able to take advantage of the opportunity to work on Joint Base
Elmendorf-Richardson.
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The current economy continues to make the construction arena an especially difficult environment
in which to win low-bid contracts. Accordingly,
Suulutaaq focuses on pursuing only those opportunities that fit the company’s niche and core competencies. This approach provides the company with the
highest probability of success. Suulutaaq continues
to analyze opportunities within and outside of Alaska
to determine the best use of its resources and looks
forward to a successful 2013.

Tumeq
One of the newest additions to the TKC family of companies, Tumeq began operations on January 1, 2011.
Based in Charleston, S.C., Tumeq was established as
a 100 percent holding company of TKC Development,
Inc. (TKCD) to provide business support and oversight
for TKC Aerospace (TKCA) and Suulutaaq, Inc. On
January, 1, 2012, 100 percent ownership of TKCA was
transferred from TKCD to Tumeq.
One of Tumeq’s primary purposes is to establish a
business portfolio diversification process to add new
lines of business to the TKC family of companies in order to better distribute operating and market risks. In
2011, this included establishing two subsidiary companies: Green Lighting Group, LLC (GLG), which works
with commercial, industrial and government clients to
create customized energy-efficient lighting solutions,
and Strategic Initial Outfitting Transition Solutions,
LLC (SIOTS), which specializes in turnkey initial outfitting and transition management (IO&T) services for
government and commercial customers. Tumeq also
acquired a 100 percent interest in Precision Air, Inc., a
Part 145 repair station based in Manning, S.C., which
focuses on commercial aircraft composite repair.
Tumeq’s growth continued in 2012 with the formation
in April of Stony River Technologies, LLC. Stony River
specializes in the implementation of technologies
critical to supporting the post-personal computer
era. The addition of Stony River brings Tumeq’s total
holdings to five companies, for which Tumeq provides all finance, accounting, contracting and human
6

SUBSIDIARY ORGANIZATION

resources support. All of the companies made significant progress in 2012, and Tumeq looks forward to
a successful 2013.

Kuskokwim Properties
Kuskokwim Properties, LLC currently holds a majority interest in seven apartment complexes in
Anchorage and Soldotna. The portfolio includes 207
units, ranging in size from small studio apartments
to large two-bedroom townhomes, all operated by
Kuskokwim’s partner, American Multiplex. Rents in
Anchorage are mid-range for the market, leasing for
$725 to $1,150 per month. Rents in Soldotna are at
the higher end for that market, ranging from $850 to
$1,700 per month.
The partnership had revenues of $1,830,000 in 2012,
an increase of 14 percent over 2011. Low vacancies
and rent raises contributed to this increase, as did
the addition of a new property in Soldotna.

KUSKOKWIM
COMMUNITY
GROWTH Co., LLC

In 2012, the partnership purchased a new 29-unit
apartment complex in Soldotna called RiverHome.
The complex is located in downtown Soldotna on
the Kenai River with fishing access for residents.
RiverHome was a distressed property owned by a
local bank. Although the Kenai Peninsula Borough
assessed the property at $4.14 million, American
Multiplex was able to negotiate a sale price of $2
million. RiverHome had a 75 percent vacancy rate at
the time of purchase, but it is now fully occupied and
has had two straight quarters of positive cash flow.
Moving forward, the Municipality of Anchorage’s
market analysis shows the demand for multifamily
housing outstripping supply in the coming years,
creating favorable conditions for multifamily property owners like Kuskokwim Properties. On the Kenai
Peninsula, increased energy exploration has boosted
housing demand; consequently, low vacancy rates
and increasing rents are expected in the coming
years. Kuskokwim Property’s revenues are expected
to increase to roughly $2 million in 2013.  

EIDE STREET, LLC
West midtown
GARDENS, LLC

RIVERHOME, LLC

West midtown
PLACE, LLC

KUSKOKWIM
PROPERTIES, LLC

Northern Lights
Manor, LLC

West midtown
POINTE, LLC

West midtown
VILLAGE, LLC
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message from the president and ceo

Strategic and legacy planning

Maver Carey
President/CEO

In analyzing the changes to the economic forecast of
the country, it has been imperative that we carefully
determine TKC’s next planning steps for our future.
The Board of Directors recently held a legacy planning session reviewing the path we have followed
and the direction in which we are headed. Several
factors came into play as we established a path
for a prosperous future. Our shareholder base has
continued to increase since we began enrolling our
descendants in 1994. We have recently established
both a Governance Committee and an Economic
Development Committee that will carefully review
our investment planning strategies along with prioritizing TKC’s opportunities and resources that lead to
continued success.
TKC has come a long way in a short period of time.
I have been with the Corporation for 19 years now,
nine of those as TKC’s CEO. In looking back at TKC’s
growth, it’s noteworthy to report that eight years ago
TKC’s gross revenue was $1.65 million. This was mostly due to TKC’s stock and bond portfolio and limited
real estate partnerships with JL Properties.  Since that
time, we have diversified our portfolio and increased
revenue by 3,348 percent. Today, we continue to
have a strong stock and bond portfolio, and as well
we have added 10 operating subsidiary companies.
These companies operate across the United States
in a diverse array of businesses including aerospace,
construction, property management, green lighting,
hospital outfitting, and information technology.

In 2012, TKC’s gross revenues were $57 million, down
from the prior year’s $95 million. This was mostly due
to drops in government contract income, which has
been impacted by a number of factors.  Many other
Alaska Native corporations have seen similar drops
in revenue, mainly due to the attacks and amendments to the Small Business Administration’s 8(a)
program. Revenue from government contracting
accounted for 84 percent of TKC’s revenue in 2012,
down from 95 percent in 2011.  However, TKC continues to diversify our portfolio as we move forward
in planning for continued success.
In 2012, TKC was ranked number 36 in Alaska
Business Monthly’s Top 49ers, the list of top in-state
contributors to Alaska’s economy. TKC’s current financial ratio of assets versus liabilities is 2:1, which
reflects a viable and healthy balance sheet. TKC had
net earnings before extraordinary item of $107,211
and a net loss of $2,364,715 after extraordinary item.
The “extraordinary item” represents an unusual legal
circumstance wherein TKC Aerospace is protecting
its trade secrets to increase its probability of future
revenue growth.
We are proud of our successful partnerships with JL
Properties and American Multiplex.   Both partners
have assisted us with positive cash flow from real
estate operations.

Class B shareholders
Thoughtful planning and inclusion of future generations as shareholders began several years ago. TKC
started enrolling our descendants in 1994. At that
time, we had about 1,100 original shareholders. With
the addition of Class B stock, TKC’s shareholder enrollment has more than tripled in size. We currently
have more than 3,346 shareholders. With the addition of more shareholders, we have had to increase

our financial portfolio so we are able to progressively
increase and pay dividends to a larger population. If
we hadn’t enrolled our descendants, the 2012 dividend of $3.15 per share would have been over $10
per share. However, we are very happy and proud to
continue the enrollment of our descendants while we
continue financial growth of the Corporation, and we
look forward to paying $3.29 per share in May 2013.

160,000,000
140,000,000
120,000,000
100,000,000
80,000,000
60,000,000
40,000,000

Looking ahead
In looking to the future, your Board of Directors, your
management team and I will be focusing on establishing economic development opportunities within
and out of our region. This planning encompasses
several areas under an umbrella of oversight. Within
this initiative, it is critical that we provide effective
oversight of our current operations while investigating new opportunities for our region.
We continue to negotiate TKC’s surface use agreement with Donlin Gold. This potential mine is currently in the State of Alaska’s permitting stage and could
possibly become one of the world’s largest gold
mines. If it moves forward, the construction phase
could begin in five years, with potential operations
beginning nine to 10 years from now. This past year
we have been working closely on these negotiations
and with Calista Corporation on establishing economic development opportunities that will benefit
both corporations.
Heading forward, 2013 is a year of legacy planning.
There is still much to do in planning for TKC’s continued success. I look forward to continuing to establish successful paths to a prosperous future for our
shareholders.  
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message from the CHAIRMAN
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Working together in our ancestral way

Shareholder equity

32,500,000

Dividends paid out

30,000,000

Shareholder equity if
dividends were not paid out

27,500,000

In the business world, as in nature, there are seasons
of plenty and times of hardship. And in business it is
careful planning that sustains us through challenging
times. This is the approach your Board of Directors
and management team take to administering TKC’s
business interests. While we strive for a positive net
income, this does not protect us from the risk of loss;
however, through careful planning, we are able to
keep providing for our shareholders.  
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SHAREHOLDER EQUITY 1977-2012

Year

Distributions
Paid

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

$121,800
$243,600
$243,400
$121,700
$152,125
$152,000
$121,500
$364,500
$66,770
$821,878
$127,470
$303,500
$300,000
$325,000
$325,000

Distributions
Per Share
1.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.25
1.25
1.00
3.00
0.55
6.77
1.05
2.50
1.45
1.45
1.39

Year
1998
1999
2000
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
Totals

Distributions
Paid
$350,300
$243,900
$377,100
$260,900
$268,900
$345,750
$422,850
$590,200
$684,000
$749,370
$562,994
$643,000  
$1,023,097
$1,122,975
$11,435,579

Distributions
Per Share
1.50
1.00
1.50
1.00
1.00
1.25
1.50
2.00
2.25
2.33
1.75
2.00
3.01
3.15
52.90

The year 2012 has proven to be a tough year from
a net income perspective. TKC Aerospace incurred
losses in 2012 primarily related to litigation involving
the theft of its trade secrets. In addition and as part
of our diversification strategy, TKC has created or acquired four new operating companies over the past
two years. Two of these companies are still in the development stage; therefore, they are not yet showing
a profit. The other two new operating companies are
now generating profits. Competition for new business
is fierce in this competitive economy, and with the
ongoing discussions of reducing federal government
budgets, TKC’s diversification strategy becomes increasingly important.
Although we have lowered our shareholder net equity in 2012, we are stable and showing growth in our
owned properties and passive investments.
On a positive note, the Corporation’s financial setbacks did not affect our dividend to shareholders.
Because of the policy in place governing dividends to
our shareholders, we are able to distribute $3.29 per

share in May 2013, compared to last year’s dividend
of $3.15 per share. The dividend fund we established
ensures dividends stay up even when earnings are
down. Through this policy we are able to provide stable shareholder dividends through stable and unstable years alike. In tracking our shareholder base, we
are also happy to announce that there were 147 newly
enrolled Class B shareholders in 2012 and 45 so far in
2013. It is important to include our descendants in the
Corporation and share the wealth with them.
This year, we strengthened our partnerships by collaborating with the tribal and city governments in
the Kuskokwim region, as well as with our regional
corporation, Calista. Your management team is moving forward and working with these entities to best
deploy and utilize services that benefit shareholders
in the region. We will use our ancestral way, working together and helping each other in order to best
serve our shareholder population.

Dunia Morgan
Chairman

The Land Committee is very active in involving and
promoting the tribal governments in the 14(c)3 process. We understand that the tribes are without land,
and by working with city governments to share their
land holdings with the tribe, a lot can be done for the
shareholders in our region.
With the year 2013 well under way, we are continuing
to work in the best interest of all shareholders. We
ask for your support in our endeavors. Your trust,
support and approval means a lot to both the management team and the Board of Directors.
On behalf of the Board of Directors, quyanna — and
may God bless us during the years ahead with good
health and prosperity.  

DISTRIBUTIONS PAID
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THE KUSKOKWIM TEAM

Committees

Board of Directors

Executive Committee

Functions of the Executive Committee include
monitoring and recommending changes to TKC’s
stock and bond portfolio, retaining the services
of an investment brokerage firm and reviewing
all issues that come before the committee.
Dunia Morgan, Chairman
Marce Simeon, Vice Chairman
Angela Morgan, Secretary/Treasurer
Jeff Nelson
Kathleen Hoffman
Land Committee

Dunia Morgan
Chairman

Marce Simeon
Vice Chairman

Angela Morgan
Secretary/Treasurer

Herman Morgan

Mona Morrow

Kathleen Hoffman

Functions of the Land Committee include reviewing in
detail 14(c)(3), ensuring TKC has sound land policies
governing corporation land use, executing transactions
involving TKC lands per limits of board policy and
reviewing of all land uses that come before the committee.
Jeff Nelson
Wassilie Kameroff
Lorraine Egnaty
David Gregory
Mona Morrow

Audit Committee

Functions of the Audit Committee include providing
oversight of TKC’s internal control structure and auditing
sound workplace practices and performance.
Angela Morgan
Mona Morrow
Kathleen Hoffman

Jaylene Peterson-Nyren

Lorraine Egnaty

David Gregory

Wassilie Kameroff

Jeff Nelson

Carl Morgan

Proxy/Credentials Committee

Functions of the Proxy/Credentials Committee
include certifying candidates running for election to
the TKC Board of Directors and reviewing and ruling
on any challenged or questioned proxies received
prior to the annual shareholder’s meeting.

Our
staff

Wassilie Kameroff
Jeff Nelson
Lorraine Egnaty
Kathleen Hoffman
Maver Carey
President/CEO

Sam Boyle
President/CEO
Tumeq, LLC

Rachel Klein
COO/Land Manager

Race McCleery
CFO Tumeq, LLC

Katie Dodson
Controller

Amanda Sagmoen
Executive
Administrator

Jeanie “Lady” Gusty
Shareholder Relations
Administrator

Governance Committee

Functions of the Governance Committee include
recommending policies and procedures to
provide for effective and efficient governance of
the corporation, assessing and recommending
authority levels of committees, and reviewing and
recommending articles, bylaws and board policies.
Dunia Morgan
Marce Simeon
Wassilie Kameroff
Kathleen Hoffman
Carl Morgan
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Nichola Ruedy
Human Resources
Manager

Sally Hoffman
KEF Coordinator

Cheryl Tanner
Accountant

Arlettie Macar
Administrative
Specialist

Maribel Bobby
Receptionist

Melody Lindsey
Payroll Specialist
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LAND AND RESOURCES

14(c)3 land conveyances

Stewards of the land
TKC owns more than 950,000 acres of surface estate
in the middle Kuskokwim region of Alaska. Generally,
the surface estate to which the Corporation has title lies along the Kuskokwim River and its tributaries from about 20 miles below the Village of Lower
Kalskag to 20 miles above the Village of Stony River.
The Corporation manages these lands for the benefit of all TKC shareholders. Calista Corporation, the
ANCSA regional corporation, owns the rights to the
subsurface estate of this land.
The TKC Board of Directors is committed to the responsible development of TKC’s land and resources. TKC
regulates land use on our privately held lands through
a permit program and limits access to non-shareholders during certain times of the year in order to provide
more opportunities for our shareholders.
TKC’s full board and five-member Land Committee
utilize an adaptive Land and Resource Management
Plan as a tool to manage the Corporation’s surface
lands. The board and committee are constantly
monitoring and improving on TKC’s land policies,
ensuring the effectiveness of the current land plan,
and adapting to make improvements when necessary. For example, in 2012, TKC updated our Forest
Stewardship Plan and upgraded our land management geographic information systems (GIS) online
data.
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Under section 14(c)3 of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act, TKC is obligated to reconvey certain
lands to our villages for community expansion purposes. The Kuskokwim Corporation board places a
high priority on finalizing these conveyances. TKC is
proud to have worked with one of our villages, the
Native Village of Napaimute, to develop a unique
model of settlement with a combination of 14(c)3
and a direct transfer. By “thinking outside the box”
and coming up with this unique settlement model,
we have been able to put more land control directly
into shareholders’ hands.
This year, we have marked great accomplishments in
several of our communities, partnering with the city
and tribal governments in Upper Kalskag to sign a
memorandum of agreement approving this model
so the community can proceed with conveyance.
We have also had many successful meetings with
Sleetmute, where we are moving toward a 14(c)3 and
direct transfer conveyance.

Donlin gold prospect
Donlin Gold, LLC, a Barrick/NovaGold company, is
looking to develop a potential gold mine 13 miles
north of the village of Crooked Creek. TKC is the
surface owner of most of the lands included in the
proposed mine’s footprint. Power will be supplied
by natural gas delivered to the mine site by a buried
12-inch-diameter pipeline.
TKC is currently negotiating with the mine on a new
agreement for the surface use, and Calista Corporation
has a separate lease agreement for the subsurface
and mineral rights and some surface rights to the site.
While Donlin is still in the planning, permitting and feasibility phases, TKC is working diligently on finalizing
a surface use agreement that maximizes benefits for
TKC shareholders through jobs and dividends while
minimizing environmental risks to our lands.  
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OUR SHAREHOLDERS

Our shareholders
Through the passage of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act (ANCSA) in 1971 and the merger that
formed The Kuskokwim Corporation in 1977, TKC
was established with 1,100 original shareholders
holding Class A stock. Over the years and through
a variety of channels, our numbers have grown. At
the end of 2012, The Kuskokwim Corporation represented 3,346 active shareholders.
In 1994, TKC’s shareholders decided it was important to bring the next generation into the corporation and voted to extend 200,000 shares to
children born after 1971, giving them rights to TKC
dividends and voting privileges. The new stock is
known as Class B stock. Unlike the original Class A
stock, it is “life estate” stock that cannot be inherited or gifted. When a Class B shareholder dies, his
or her stock returns to the corporation.

A new class of shareholders
When the Class B stock authorized in 1994 reached
its limit in 2008, the TKC board of directors voted
to place the additional stock option on the ballot for
shareholder vote. At the 2010 Annual Shareholders
Meeting, TKC shareholders voted to approve the
issuance of an additional 200,000 shares.
These 200,000 new shares will be distributed to
2,000 individuals at 100 shares each. Descendants
of TKC shareholders are eligible, and if your children
are not already enrolled, we encourage you to enroll
them now. A demographic study estimates that this
new class of shares will be exhausted by 2026.  
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2012 Shareholder Award Winners

DIVIDEND DISTRIBUTION

Shareholder
demographics

Not in Alaska (8%)
Anchorage (16%)
Missing
(5%)

Congratulations to our
Shareholder Award winners
Health Award

Shareholder DEMOGRAPHICS

Doris L. Allain Turner, Aniak
“This person, I believe, deserves recognition
because she’s been with YKHC for as long as I can
remember. When a health aide isn’t available she is
always willing to step up and give a helping hand.”
—Wendy Lang, Aniak

This graph explains in percentages where our
shareholders live. The majority of shareholders
live in TKC villages, but this number has
been declining during the last 10 years.

TKC villages
(37%)

18 and over
(69%)

In Alaska, but not
in TKC villages
(34%)

Under 18
(31%)

“I have seen her numerous times go out of her way
to assist patients at the Aniak Subregional Clinic.
She is very helpful to not only her co-workers but
also to the community.”
—Maryalice Morgan, Aniak

Education Award
Mary A. Macar Stony River
“She’s contributed to providing a safe learning
environment, calm instruction, and sincere
guidance to all of the students who’ve had the
fortune of being a student at Gusty Michael School
while she’s been there.”
—Amanda Sagmoen, Anchorage

Shareholder Ages
Of the 3,000-plus TKC shareholders, 69% are
18 years and over. With the additional Class
B shares approved in 2010, the percentage of
shareholders under 18 years old should increase.

Humanitarian Award
Maria R. Hurst (Nook) Upper Kalskag
In memory — February 24, 1963 – August 19, 2012
“If there is a potluck she makes a dish to share.
She is always there, a phone call away, to lend a
helping hand.”
—Pauline Boratko, Bethel

Non-original
Shareholders
(67%)

Non-Shareholder Award
Cheryl Jerabek Aniak
“Cheryl has been working for, and on behalf
of, the people of the Kuskokwim River for 37
years, selflessly helping to create many of the
organizations and programs we now enjoy.”
   
—Jeanie “Lady” Gusty, Anchorage

SHAREHOLDERS HAVE TRIPLED
The number of our shareholders has tripled since we
first became established. Out of our current 3,346
shareholders, roughly one third are original members.
We expect our totals to reach 5,000 by the year 2020.
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Original
shareholders
(33%)
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EDUCATION

Kuskokwim Educational Foundation
The Kuskokwim Educational Foundation (KEF) offers
a general scholarship and specialized scholarships
to Native people and their descendants from the
Kuskokwim region. KEF’s five-member Board of
Directors oversees the scholarship program, which
awards students funding for continuing education,
including college and vocational training.
For KEF students, graduating from high school is not
the end of their education but the beginning as they
continue with higher education to become prosperous leaders. KEF recipients inspire our future students
to continue with college or vocational training after
high school. Students who otherwise might not have
had the opportunity to continue with their education
are able to with support of Kuskokwim Educational
Foundation’s scholarship program. These scholarships are funded by donations received from individuals, businesses and corporate sponsors.
KEF’s eighth annual Silent Auction, held in Anchorage
on Oct. 30, 2012, raised $10,600 for the scholarship
fund. Many businesses and individuals donated
items for this special event.

Scholarships
Mary Morgan Wolf
Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Mary Morgan Wolf Memorial Scholarship Fund
is to honor the life of Mary Morgan Wolf by making
a two- or four-year scholarship available to a Native
student from the middle Kuskokwim region entering
into a health-related field. Mary was a loving person who was, and always will be, treasured by all
who knew her. She was able to overcome incredible
obstacles and pursue her dreams. She carried a
saying in her wallet from which we can all learn. It
read, “I felt charity enter into my soul and the need
to forget myself and please others; since then I have
been happy.”
20

Nick Mellick Jr.
Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Nick (Nixe) Mellick Jr. Memorial Scholarship was
formed to honor Nixe, a bush pilot, fur trader, lodge
owner, fishing guide, Native leader, businessman and
historian. He has been described as particularly adept
at walking in both the Native and non-Native worlds.
Nixe studied business at Bowling Green University in
Ohio. KEF honors his memory with this scholarship
to support scholarship recipients and descendants in
pursuit of degrees in business and related fields.

Natural Resource Education
Scholarship Fund
This scholarship was created by a donation from
Barrick Gold and is available to scholarship recipients who wish to pursue a career in mining, industrial
or related fields.

Suulutaaq Scholarship Fund
This scholarship is available to recipients pursuing a
degree in construction and other related fields. Upon
completion, students will be considered for any job
openings with Suulutaaq, Inc., a TKC subsidiary
that provides engineering and construction services
throughout Alaska and the Lower 48. Preference will
be given to those with leadership abilities.

Glenn “Tiny” Fredericks
Memorial Scholarship Fund
Glenn “Tiny” Fredericks was one of the founding
fathers of ANCSA, The Kuskokwim Corporation,
Georgetown Tribal Council and several nonprofit and
for-profit companies. Tiny had a longstanding devotion especially to TKC, the Georgetown Tribal Council
and the middle Kuskokwim region. In addition to his
role as a leader in the development of ANCSA, Tiny
played a major role in the merger of TKC’s 10 village
corporations to create a larger for-profit entity that
has brought the region to financial success. Tiny was
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a leader with TKC for more than 20 years. This scholarship is available to any KEF scholarship recipient
who is pursuing a degree in leadership, communication or business-related fields.

Leo J. Morgan
Memorial Scholarship Fund
Leo Morgan Memorial Scholarship was formed
to honor Leo, one of TKC’s founding fathers and
a member of the Board of Directors beginning in
1979. Leo looked for ways to provide training and
educational opportunities for our shareholders. He
believed in our people and encouraged us to follow
our dreams and to dream big, reminding us we’re
capable of doing or becoming anything we set our
sights on. This scholarship provides funding for KEF
scholarship recipients pursuing degrees in leadership, education and other related fields.

Palmetto Scholarship
The Palmetto Scholarship was created by a generous
donation from Cheryl and Sam Boyle. Application is
open to any KEF scholarship recipient in recognition
of the close ties developed between TKC and the
state of South Carolina.

Pauline Boratko UAF-KuC Bethel Campus

Best Beginnings

Clarissa Brewer Fort Lewis College

Best Beginnings is a public-private partnership that
mobilizes people and resources to ensure all Alaska
children begin school ready to succeed. Kuskokwim
Educational Foundation is proud to be a partner in
this critical mission. KEF makes a donation to Best
Beginnings each time a shareholder is born in one
of our 10 villages.

Janeeka Corbett University of Oklahoma
Eva Felker University of Alaska Fairbanks
Conner Gamache University of Alaska Fairbanks
Tiana Gibbens University of Alaska Fairbanks
Dave Guzauskas University of Alaska Anchorage

Why does early learning matter? A large and growing
body of research provides persuasive evidence of
four related tenets:
From birth to age 6, brain development occurs at
an astonishing pace.
Nurturing and brain stimulation during those
years have a profound impact on how children
fare in school.
A child’s readiness for school is a powerful
determinant of how he or she will fare in life.
Investment in early learning yields extraordinary
returns for the workforce and the economy.

Kuskokwim Imagination Library
Through Dolly Parton’s Imagination Library, babies
and young children in TKC’s 10 villages are eligible
to receive a free book every month, thanks to a commitment from the Kuskokwim Education Foundation.
Children birth to 5 years of age are eligible to enroll in
the Imagination Library program. KEF currently has
124 children enrolled; our goal is to enroll every child
under age 5 residing in our 10 villages. If you’re the
parent of a young child, you’re encouraged to enroll
your child by contacting your local tribal office or
calling Jeanie “Lady” Gusty at (907) 243-2944.

Voyage to Excellence
Students from the Kuspuk School District have more
opportunities than ever for educational success
thanks to Voyage to Excellence (VTE), a program that
receives financial support from TKC.
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Lena Andrew University of Alaska Anchorage

Partnerships

Samuel Guzauskas University of Alaska Anchorage
Established by the Chugach School District, VTE
helps students develop their personal, social, service
learning, career and technical standards. Sometimes
referred to as a “school-to-life” program, VTE has
one main goal: Help young people transition successfully into the post-secondary world. The program has a track record of success; 98 percent of
students who participate in VTE go on to graduate
from high school.
TKC students have participated in VTE programs
including Camp Kick Ash, which provides training in
emergency response and firefighting; Math Science
Expedition, which integrates math and science lessons into a 100-mile raft trip; and intensive programs
to help students prepare for the Alaska High School
Graduation Qualifying Exam (HSGQE).

Kosmos Harrison University of Alaska Anchorage
Connor Hellings Arizona State University
Patricia Holmberg University of Alaska Anchorage
Harold Huntington University of Alaska Anchorage
Janelle Huntington University of Alaska Anchorage
Charlene Hoffman Wayland Baptist University
Jesse Jordan Charter College
Frankie Jordan Alaska Career Academy
Shelly Keene Fort Lewis College
Caleb Kristovich North Idaho College
Audrey Leary University of Alaska Fairbanks
Alexandria McKindy Glendale Community College
Chelsea McKindy University of Alaska Fairbanks

Anchorage Gateway Rotary
In November and December 2012, TKC and
Anchorage Gateway Rotary placed collection bins
around Anchorage and asked residents to drop off
new or gently used books. In just a few weeks, more
than 500 books were collected, all of them destined
for new homes in the Kuskokwim region.
Now the Corporation is developing a plan to distribute the books throughout the TKC villages. The
books may be used to start community libraries, or
they may be distributed through the schools or tribal governments. KEF and TKC’s goal is to provide
young readers with as many opportunities as possible to explore the world through books.
  

Wayne Morgan II University of Alaska Anchorage
Kory Morrow Charter College
Ellen Parker University of Alaska Fairbanks
Carmen Pitka University of Alaska Fairbanks
Dakota Phillips University of Alaska Fairbanks
Sarah Walker University of Alaska Fairbanks
Halena White University of Alaska Anchorage
Charlene Wolf University of Alaska Anchorage
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FUTURE LEGEND

Richie Diehl
Today’s young visionaries are tomorrow’s legends.
That’s why TKC is proud to sponsor Aniak musher
Richie Diehl, who faced down deep snow, frigid water and adverse weather to successfully complete
the 2013 Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race. Richie finished
his first Iditarod in 10 days, 22 hours, 32 minutes and
six seconds, just a day and a half behind champion
Mitch Seavey and ahead of many Iditarod veterans.
With the spirit of a champion and the support of his
community, Richie is making a name for himself as
a strong, sportsmanlike competitor and a role model
for young people everywhere. Congratulations to
Richie — and to all the young leaders who represent
the future of our region.  

In remembrance...
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Angelline Gamache

Maria R. Nook

Clarence Cutter Sr.

Mary L Hoover

Clinton H Morgan

Natalia Giddens

Elia H Valka

Olinka Yako

George Urovak Sr.

Robert F. Hooper

Gusty Gusty

Robert K Gusty Jr.

Harry A Morgan Sr.

Sam M. Savage

John Nicholi Jr.

Stephanita Kameroff

Kenneth G. Mellick

Wassilie Crisco

Lawrence S. Kameroff

Willie Pitka Sr.

Margaret Enderle

Yako Fisher Jr.
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